FINAL LEXICAL-GRAMMAR TEST

FORMAT

TERM 2

Part 1 (20min)

1. Paraphrase the sentences using the word in brackets.
2. Choose the most appropriate variant (modal verbs).
3. Give a phrasal verb to the definition (GET/GIVE/GO).
4. Translate the word or phrase in brackets using active prepositional phrase.
5. Make up sentences using the COMPLEX SUBJECT /OBJECT CONSTRUCTIONS.

Part 2 (20min)

6. Translate the sentences from Russian into English using active vocabulary (Language Leader / units 5-8).

REVISE:

1) Passive Voice /The complex subject/ the complex object construction
2) Causative construction
3) used to/ would
4) Modal Verbs
5) Prepositional phrases (List term 2) & phrasal verbs + translation
6) Active Vocabulary (Language Leader CB/WB Units 5-8)
Task 1. Answer the question.

Who gained the English throne when Elizabeth I died? ______

Task 2. Give the name of the person.
1. “Utopia” was written by… __________

Task 3. Complete the sentence.

1. Each machine carried out one simple process, which introduced the idea of … .

Task 4. Give the correct date for the event

1. Henry VIII destroyed the Scottish army at Flodden in_________. 